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COMMITTEE FOR THE RE-ELECTION OF TH.E PRESIDENT 

MEMORANDUM August 14, 1972 
DETERMINED TO BE AN 

ADMIN1SrSAIl\i'~ ;,.iI.HKINt'} 
.eStIPI:BrJUTHrt:/E :l"'e:5 aNti . E.G. 120~5, Ebction ~-102 

BY__~__~~U\_. u~t~__~47~l1J 

MEHORANDUM FOR: THE HONORABLE CLARK MAC GREGOR 

FROH: ROBERT M. TEETER 

SUBJECT: Non-Registered Youth Vote 

Several questions have been 1aised regarding the advisability of 
registration of young voters as a result of the Gallup finding 
that bhe President had the edge with non-registered young voters. 
This question has been raised especially in the context of a pro
posed registration drive of young military personnel. o"ur findings 
on this subject from the second wave of campaign polls is outlined 
herein. 

Our data for several key states (California, New York, Michigan, 
Illinois, a~d Pennsylvania) shows the non-registered young voters 
to be voting for President Nixon at the same rate as registered 
young voters: 

Voters 17 to 24 Years 

Non-College College 
Reg. Not Reg. Total Reg. Not Reg. Total 

Nixon 34% 35% 35% 32% 35% 33% 

l-kGovern 61 58 60 65 60 63 

Undecided 5 6 5 3 5 4 

Conclusions 

vIe believe that any mass registration drives involving this voter 
bloc such as the one proposed for low echelon military personnel 
involves a great deal of risk and 'tole would recommend against any 
such efforts at this time. ~ 

'" 
The Gallup studies in~icate that with non-registered young voters 
the President has a slight edge over McGovern. Our surveys' show a 
different result because our studies are dra\ffi from our priority 
states while the Gallup study uses a national sample. This means 
that the Gallup national sample over-represents those ar~as where 
we are particularly strong such as the south and farm states. In 
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If- '" 
making a decision on whether to have a mass registration drive the 
differing samples become important. We would expect military voters 
to reflect the same voting patterns as voters in their home state. 
If the Gallup finding is true for the entire country, this would 
still not help us in states where we are running poorly with young 
voters, such as New York and California. Therefore, a bad situation 
would only be aggravated and we would only be helped in states 
where we are already ahead. 

It has been suggested, however, that military personnel will have 
a greater propensity to vote for the President. This may not nec
essar'ily be true among young enlisted men. The t:anks of this lower 
echelon are made up of men from lower socia-economic classes which 
have been traditionally voting Democratic. I would expect no over
whelming and instantaneous turnout in favor of a Republican. The 
single most important factor in determining how new voters vote, 
particularly non-college, is still how their parents voted. ,. 

Overall, we would recommend that no massive registration drive be 
undertaken for younger voters and in particular military voters, 
because our data show,s this group to be composed of younger voters 
who favor McGovern over Nixon by large margins in key states. We 
can speculate that the attitudes of the group of military voters 
are somewhat different than all young people; however, our data 
generally sho\17s that young voters as a whole :;lre more similar as 
a group than they are different. Therefore', a registration drive 
aimed at this group is undertaken \vi th a high risk that the specu
lation of a high favorable vote for Mixon may be incorrect. Between 
relying on our data versus speculation about attitudes, we suggest 
that no registration drive be undertaken until contrary data 
supporting the drive is uncovered. 

Of course, where we can identify voter's leaning for the President, 
we should make every attempt to register them. However, our infor
mation indicates this identification cannot be accomplished'with 
servicemen. 

.. 
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COMMITTEE FOR THE RE-ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT 

MEMORANDUM August 14, 1972 

DETERMIHED ::'0 BE. AN 
ADMn~J..S .I..~Al' i vi. ;",..K.KING 

E.O. 120~5. Sec:lon 2:1<:,,2
By~_____~Ah~, ~~te~~~~-~-

MEHORANDUM FOR: THE HONORABLE CLARK MAC GREGOR 

FROH: ROBERT H. TEETER 

SUBJECT: Non-Registered Youth Vote 

Several questions have been 1aised regarding the advisability of 
registration of young voters as a result of the Gallup finding 
that the President had the edge with non-registered young voters. 
This question has been raised especially in the context of a pro
posed .registration drive of young military personnel. o'ur findings 
'on this subject from the second ylave of campaign polls is outlined 
herein. 

Our data for several key states (California, New York, Michigan, 
Illinois, and Pennsylvania) shows the non-registered young voters 
to be voting for President Nixon at the same rate as registered, 
young voters: 

Voters 17 to 24 Years 

Non-College College 
Reg. Not Reg. Total Reg. Not Reg. Total 

Nixon 34% 35% 35% 32% 35% 33% 

HcGovern 61 58 60 65 60 63 

Undecided 5 6 5 3 5 4 

Conclusions 

We believe that anl mass registration drives involving this voter 
~ such as the one proposed for low· echelon military personnel 

Iinvolves a great deal of risk and \·7e would recommend against any 
such efforts at this time. 'I

'''''' . 
The Gallup studies inpicate that with non-registered young voters 
the President has a slight edge over McGovern. Our surveys' show a 
different result because our studies are drawn from our priority 
states while the Gallup study uses a national sample. This means 
that the Gallup national sample over-represents those ar~as where 
we are particularly strong such as the south and farm states. In 
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making a decision on whether to have a mass registration drive the 
differing samples become important. We would expect military voters 
to reflect the same voting patterns as voters in their home state. 
If the Gallup finding is true for the entire country, this would 
still not help us in states where we are running poorly with young 
voters, such as New York and California. Therefore, a bad situation 
would only be aggravated and we would only be helped in states 
where we are already ahead. 

It has been suggested, however, that military personnel will have 
a greater propensity to vote for the President. This may not nec
essarily be true among young enlisted men. The ranks of this lower 
echelon are made up of men from lower socio-economic classes which 
have been traditionally voting Democratic. I would expect no over
whelming and instantaneous turnout in favor of a Republican. The 
single most important factor in determining how new voters vote, 
particularly non-college, is still how their parents voted. 

/' 

Overall, we would recommend that no massive registration drive be 
under~ken for younger voters and in particular military voters, 
because our data shows this group to be composed of younger voters 
who favor McGovern over Nixon by large margins in key states. We 
can speculate that the attitudes of the group of military voters 
are somewhat different than all young,people; however, our data 
generally shO\vs that young voters as a whole are more similar as 
a group than they are different. Therefore', a registration drive 
aimed at this group is undertaken 'vi th a high risk that the specu
lation of a high favorable vote for Nixon may be incorrect. Between 
relying on our data versus speculation about attitudes, 'Ile suggest 
that no registration drive be undertaken until contrary data 
supporting the drive is uncovered. 

Of course, where we can identify voter's leaning for the President, 
we should make every attempt to register them. However, our infor
mation indicates this identification cannot be accomplished'with 
servicemen. 

~NFH1El''fIALilrt:E8 OHVY 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 6, 1972 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT (Per HRH As Requested) 

FROM: PATRICK J. BUCHANAN 

Have received the poll briefing and while the findings on the issue 
are unexceptional, the conclusions that are dravv'n are wrong, I 
think - - if I do not mistake them. Our surrogates and the Vice 
President should not spend a disproportionate amount of their 
time defending our record on unemployment, and economic 
~nagement. By most everyone's judgment, our record is not 
considered as that good; this is our "weakest" point -- and a 
national debate over whether we nlanaged the economy well is 
perhaps the one debate with McGovern we can lose. 

Agreed that Vietnam, inflation, etc. are the crucial issues. We 
can win on these "is"sues by not so verbally defending our reocrd, 
but by portraying McGovern as d-isasterous to the stock market, 
disasterous to the job market with his budget cuts in defense and 
space, disasterous to the security of the U. S., disasterous to the 
price situation, because of his $1000 program, or his $6500 welfare 
giveaway. In short, let' 5 not so much defend our record, which is 
subject to criticism, as to attack McGovern with being a clear and 
present danger to the prosperity we now have. 

The point is this: If the Democrats had nominated Harpo Marx, the 
Teeter poll s would have said Vietnam, econOlUY, inflation are the 
major issues. Would we, in a race with Harpo, talk about those 
issues -- or would the winning issues rather be the manifest lack 
of qualification of their candidate - - despite our record. 

The decision in November and our rhetoric must not focus upon 
their is sues - - i. e., "unemployment" and the unequal economic 
record of the last four years -- it must focus upon our issues - 
i. e •• the extremism, elitism, radicalism, kookism, of McGovern's 

person, campaign, and programs, against the solid, strong, 

effective leadership of the President. The first campaign described 

above is the only way we can lose in 1972 -- and if I am not mistaken, 
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this is something close to what the' Teeter folks recommend, when 
they say we ought to talk up the economy, and spend an inordinate 
arrlOunt of time defending our record on unemployment. 

Nor should we forget the capacity of a candidate (i. e., Kennedy 
and the "missile gap, " Goldwater and" extren1.ism 'f ) to create 
issues, on which elections turn, sometimes legitimate issues, 
sometimes illegitimate. When we portray McGovern's ideas as 
preposterous, foolish, and even dangerous to U. S. security and 
the nation's economy, we are right now pushing against an open door 
with the media at large, as well as the country. 

The campaign should turn, we should make it turn, upon the manifest 
unqualification of this character and his ilk to even be in the 
Presidential contest - - not whether a damn referendum in our spotty 
e€onomic performance, which talking, talking, talking about the 
economy and jobs, and unemployment would make it. So, I disagree 
strongly with what I view as the central thrust of recommendations 
of the Teeter polls. 

Buchanan 



Committee for the Re-election of the President 

MEMORANDUM 

eenFfBEti'fIA~b/EYrl~ eubY' 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM; 

SUBJECT: 

MR. H. R. 

ROBERT M. 

As requested this is a 
recommendations for the scheduling 
President, and First Family. 

I thirtk the purpose of each appearance by the President, 
with the possible exception of the very last few days of the 
campaign should be exclusiv~y to persuade people to vote for ' 
him who are not now commrtted to do so. Appearances by the 
First Family and Vice President should be both to gain Nixon 
supporters and to reinforce our current supporters. 

?

Assuming this purpose, the President should go exclusively.. 
to the large, close states and to those specific areas where 
the greatest number of ticket-splitters are located. We have 
done a ticket-splitting analysis by county of each of the 
priority states and by ward/township for tie metropolitan areas 
within each of these states. This data, along with the total 
vote for each area and Republican strength data has been dis
played on maps and is available from Dan Evans in my office. 
Dwight Chapin and Dave Parker have been working with Evans on 
this data. 

This ticket-splitter information should be, however, interpreted 
along with total vote data. For example, given one area ~ith 
500,000 total votes and a ticket-splitting rate of 20% and 
another area of a million total votes and a ticket-splitting 
rate of 10%, I would go to the million vote area even though 
they theoretically have the same number of ticket-splitters. 
The large area simply has more voters who can be affected by 
a Presidential visit. The total number of votes we can 
potentially affect should be the final determinate. 
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In my judgment this data, not the polls, should govern our ~ 
selection of sites for Presidential appearances. Polling data 
then can be of some guidance in determining the subject 
matter, particularly for the Vice President and First Family. 
While choice of subject matter may be important in some Presidential 
visits, most of the visits will be in fact national events and 
should be considered national appeals to a major degree even though 
they should have a loca appeal. <"..J.. I 

....c.A ,t.4 t 
The ppe~ide~ earances should be used primarily to articulate 
the asic the of the campaign, to tie that basic theme to specific 
issue 1mportant in that area, and to explain how administration 
policies and programs are designed to help solve the problems of 
that area. I do not think we have been as successful as we might 
be in communicating the fact that the purpose of the President's ~ 
policies and programs is to.improve the lives of individual citizens 
and not to improve the situations of various special interest groups 
and institutions. Members of the First Family can be particularly 
effective in doing this. 

For example, Mrs. Nixon and one of the girls could be very effectiver& 
in explaining to a group of suburban parents how the President's 
program to stop the importation of drugs from Turkey and France is J v~ 
designed to lessen the availability of drugs for their children or ~ 
to explain that the reason why the President. is pressing Congress to 
hold down spending is because many individual families simply cannot 
afford increased taxes. Also, while the President will undoubtedly 
have a number of large rallies and ,motorcades and I think it will 
be imp~rtant that he make some appearances which are covered by 
television that are low keyed and allow him to talk to average 
citizens, showing his concern for their problems. In these 
appearances, it would be helpful if he could explain how he thinks 
we should go about solving these problems. 

It is difficult for me to recommend specific types of appearances 
for the First Family as I do not know what events might be available 
nor do I know what they do particularly well. Obviously they can be 
used to cover places the President will miss and to generate enthusiasm 
among our workers. I also think that they can be particularly 
effective in communicating the concern and compassion of the 
President for the American people. They could also be effective in 
communicating the President's concern and programs in areas of special 
interest to the various voting blocs -- particularly women, young 
voters, senior citizens, -- and to those with interest in specific 
subject areas, -- health, the environment, retarded children, etc. 

Regarding the Vice President, I believe that as long as we continue 
to maintain a substantial lead he should be used primarily to 
reinforce our voters and to say complimentary things about the 
President that he cannot say himself. As long as we maintain our ~ 
W-~~~~~~~ 
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lead and in light of the Eagleton fiasco, we should keep him on 
1jsitive issues and use him to attack the Democratic ticket onll 

i it is absolutely necessary. As long as the McGovern campaign 

continues to have problems ~d the press produces negative 

comment, we ought to seize the opportunity to make the Vice President 

a statesman. This would, it seems to me, take away one of the --- - None of our data indicates thatDemocrats major points of attack. 
the Vice President has any large or unique constituency of his own, 
indep~ndent of the President, although he is especially popular with 
our own loyalists. 

The-following is a list of the priority states ranked by my judgment 

of their importance for Presidential visits, along with the specific 

areas the voting data indicates which would be most affected by a 


tpersonal appearance. Some suggested subjects and issues for, emEhasJ.s,.It:.. B , 

in those areas are also included. we ~ )vfI~ /6 p..£ co 7 . 
New York 	 ThiS_WOUld-be-~i!{£l'lra~ 
Suburban New York City ~~~k off the c9MPaign and to set the 
particularly Nassau, Suffolk ~Jtne-campaign. We should

•and Queens 	 use Rockefeller, Buckley and Javits 

at the initial appearance and 

emphasize a broad appeal. New York 

is the media center of the country 

and visit& to these areas would 

cover key portions of New York, 

Connecticut and New Jersey, all 

priority states. 


California 	 Both Waves I and II data indicate that 

attitudes toward the President are more 

deeply set in California than in other 

states. Therefore, Presidential 

visits may have less impact than in 

other states. This is particularly 

true of campaign visits and any 

visits by the President should be 

Presidential in nature. 


The ke~ to California appears to be ..
organizatioQ and making sure we get 
every possible Nixon vote. This means 
some visits to our own supporters for 
reinforcement by the Vice President and 
First Family may be useful. 

Los Angeles 	 Los Angeles does not have as high 

ticket-splitting but it is simply the 

largest area. The economy is key, both 

jobs and inflation. 


http:emEhasJ.s,.It
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San Francisco The ticket-splitting rate is high and 
(San Mateo and Marin there is a large undecided vote. 
Counties) Sacramento ~ersuasive visits would have most 

~ effect and Vietnam and environment 
are very important. 

San Diego 	 This is a strong Republican area where 
we are not running as well as we should. 
It is a perfect place for a speech on 
national defense and why a s~rong 
national defense is the best means to 
peace. 

Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia The ticket-splitting rate is not as 

high as Pittsburgh but we need to do 
better in the City of Philadelphia. 
Some joint appearances with Rizzo and 
with Spector (in Jewish areas) should 
be made. Jobs, crime and drugs are 
all important but we should be care
ful of the crime issye aa we are now 

b\J~ getting 20% of black; and need to keep 
~~:J them. Unemployment and jobs are also 

very important and would appeal to 
both blacks and whites.0~	 ,,,

1 ~he President should visit this area 
Y himself. 

Pittsburgh The entire southwestern portion of 
Pennsylvania has been key to Republican 

ory in this state. Allegheny County 
s the media center of this area. Taxes, 

crime, drugs and the environment are all 
of particular interest although the tax 
issue probably has the broadest appeal 

h
o t entire region. 

also think the President should visit 
Pittsburgh himself. 

Harrisburg The Vice President or First Family needs 
to visit Harrisburg. It is the capitol 

~nd Shapp is very unpopular largely due 
~ to tax increases. Drugs are the most 

important issue. 
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Wilkes Barre 	 While I realize the Presiden~ 
there, Shapp is now attackin~ 
President and the federal government 
regularly on delivery of flood relief 
services. This is a good place to 
send the Vice President on a red-tape 
cutting mission. 

New Jersey 	 No New Jersey media center covers this 
state with the coverage coming from 
New York and Philadelphia. Issues 
should be taxes and inflation. 

New Jersey needs to be visited by 
the Vice President and First Family 
to enthuse our organization. Presidential 
visits to New York and Philadelphia will 
cover large portions of the state 
through the media; however, a 
Presidential visit might flatter local 
citizens. 

Illinois Taxes ana inflation are the most 
Chicago suburbs, important issues but we should be very 
particularly in the western ~ careful of the tax issue in light of 
and northern Cook County, ~ 'Ogilvie's low approval rating and his 
DuPage and Lake County. probable large loss. Ogilvie's 

problems stem largely from a tax 
increase. 

percy is running very well with young 
voters and blacks in Chicago areas.?This is an ideal spot for a youth 
appeal with Percy. 

There is no need for the President to 
~go downstate. 

Ohio Jobs will have strong appeal throughout 
Cleveland, western city the industrialized northeast part of 
wards, eastern suburbs -  Ohio, and appeal to both white and 
Lake and Geauga Counties. black working voters. Government 
Akron/Canton area. spending, taxes, and revenue sharing 

will tie directly to current financial 
problems in Cleveland and with Mayor 
Perk's main problem. 

Both Akron and Canton have popular and 
effective Republican mayors (John 
Ballard-Akron and Stanley Cmich-Canton). 
Revenue sharing is a good subject. 
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Cincinnati/Columbus 	 These are strong Republican areas with 
low ticket-splitting. Visits whould be 

/lade by the Vice President and First 
Family. Preston Wolfe of the Columbus 
Dispatch is a good friend of ours and 
Columbus has new Republican mayor 
(Tom Moody). 

Toledo Area Toledo has high ticket-splitting, and 
the Toledo media dominates the entire 
northwestern portion of the state. 
Crime and environment are particularly 
important issues. Support of Toledo 
Blade ~~~poltant for tire 

'A/1) ar &-and the president should spend 
~. IV some time with Paul BI ublisher 

~~ w rson~very interested in the 
~~~ environment) • President could easily 
~ .. J" :-..... t:fV"V'-, do Cleveland and Toledo in the same 
'I" (A,I-V- trip. 

Dayton Area This is a large area with high ticket
splitting. Jobs, as tied to national 
defense would be good issue as there 

considerable apprehension of thev1s 
future of Wright-Patterson and jobs 

, is the number one issue in the area. 
The newspapers are both liberal and 
Democratic. 

Texas 
Houston Houston is a large area with the 

highest ticket-splitting in the 
state. The entire Gulf Coast has 
relatively high ticket-splitting, 
particularly Corpus Christi. Important 
problems in Harris County are drugs 
~d inflation, and Harris County is 

//quite similar to the state as a whole. 
L// National defense is particularly 

important in the Beaumont/Port Arthur 
area. 

~ The President should go to Houston. 

Dallas Dallas has lower ticket-splitting but 
~here is still a large concentration 

/0£ voters. Crime and drugs are 
important issues and probably couldv be handled by the Vice President. 
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Midland/Odessa/Lubbock 	 These are relatively high ticket
(West Central Texas) 	 SPlitting areas and should be visited 

b someone but not necessarily the 
President. Taxes and nationalAdefense are important issues. 

I 

Amarillo \ This area has high ticket-splitting 
but does not have a particularly large 
concentration of voters. There are 

/a great number of older voters, 
~ particularly concerned with health 

care. Mrs. Nixon could handle this 
area and subject matter very well. 

Michigan 	 The President should visit both 
Detroit suburbs, particularly 	 western Wayne County and Oakland County 
western Wayne and Macomb 	 emphasizing jobs and the revitalization 
Counties. of the economy. Taxes is an important 

~ue, however, there is a property tax 
. ~ relief proposal on the ballot in 
V' November sponsored by Governor 

Milliken. Governor Milliken is very 
popular in the City of Detroit. 

;J If /Jf~;n Bussing might be best handled byA? V' . ~~ Attorney General Kleindeinst or the 
Vice President to discuss intervention 

(. . in bussing law suit. Bussing visit1f{r=0r. should be to western Wayne or Macomb 
(. • counties. ~	 This area has high ticket-splitting andFlint/Saginaw/Bay City 

the media here also covers the populous 
thumb area (Saginaw/Bay City). Taxes, 
and particularly property taxes for 

~ducation is by far the most important 
issue. This area has always been very 
receptive to campaigns oriented to 
inflation and taxes. 

Grand Rapids 	 Grand Rapids is a large area with 
moderate ticket-splitting, and we are 
not doing quite as well as we should. 
Appearances here could be handled well 
by the Vice President or the First 
Family. The President's Welfare , Reform proposals would be popular. 

Note: 	 Environmental concern about the Great 
Lakes is important here and throughout 
Michigan. 
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Maryland 
Baltimore County ~sonal safety and drugs are by far 

~he most important issues. 

Montgomery County This is a high ticket-splitting area 
I ~tfcfdeserves some independent attention. 
~ It might be useful to use one of the 

surrogates from outside Washington 
along with First Family. 

CORnecticut These counties have the most people 
Hartford &Fairfield and the highest ticket-splitting. 
Counties Jobs and unemployment particularly in 

the Hartford area are important. 
Personal safety and drugs have special 
o cern in Fairfield County. It is 

probably useful to give Connecticut, 
particularly New York suburbs some ~ 
independent attention by First Family 
from New York City. 

8eHFlIililTil7 A* ;<ilii1l'BB entll 



Cu mmittee for the Re-e lection of th e President 

MEMORAN DUM August 2, 1972 
DETERMINED TO BE AN 

ADMI NI S:2RATIVE MARK I NG 
eSrijFID£:NTHtIs /EygS €HH,,~ E.O. 12065, Sect i on 6-102 

.BY_~_____ NARS . Date_~:~7~_~ 

ME110RANDll1 FOR : HR. H. R. HALDEMlu~ 
.. ~ 

FROM: ROBERT 11. TEETER fi-~ 
SUBJECT: 

As requested t his is a s upp lemental memo summarlzlng my 
r ecommenda tions for the scheduling of the President, Vice 
President, and First Family. 

I think the purpose of each appearance by the Presiden~, 
1dith the possib J e excep tion of the ve ry last fely days of the 
campaign should be exclusiye Jy t o pe rsJlad e neople to vo t ,e for 
him ' , ho are no t no\·, commi tted to do so, Appearances by the 
First Family and Vice President should be bot.h to gain Nixon 
su~p orter§ and to reinforce our current supporters. 

Assuming this ~urpose, the Presiden~ should go exclusively 
to t he l arge , c J ose st ate~ and to those specific areas where 
the S-F eates t number of ticket-splitters .are located. We have 
done a ticket- splitting analysis by county of each of the 
priori ty states and by vlard/ tmmship for tIe metropoliUn arcati 
within each of these states. This da ta, along with the total 
vo te for each area and Republican strength data has been dis 
p l ayed on mElp s a nd is available from Dan Evans in my office, 
D\,Ji gh t Chapin and Dave Parker have been vlOrking wi th Evans on 
this data. 

This ticket-spli t t e r informa t i on should be, however, interpreted 
along \.Jith total vot e data . For example, given one area with 
500 , 000 total vot es and. a ticket-splitting ra te of 20% and 
another area of a mi l l ion to t al votes and a ticket-splitting 
rate o f 10%, I would go to t he million vote area even though 
they t heoreticall y have the same number of ticket- splitter s . 
The large a rea simply has more voters Hho can be affec ted 1y 

( a Presid en t ia l v is it. The total number· of votes '::,e C2.n 
poten tially af f ect s hould be the fina l determinate. 
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In my judgment this data, not the polls, should govern our 
selection of sites for Presidential appearances. _Eoll ina data 
then can be of some guidance in determining the subject 
matter, particularly for the Vice President and First Family. 
{{hile choice' of subject matter may be important in some Presidential 
visits, most of the visits will be in fact national events and 
should be considered national appeais to a major degree even though 
they should have a local appeal. 

The PsesjdentiaJ appearances should be used primarily to articulate 
~he basic theme of the campaign, to tie that basic theme to specific 
issues important in that area, and to explain hotv administration 
policies and programs are to help solve the problems of 
that area. I do not think we have been as successful as we might 
be in communicating the fact that the purpose of the President's 
policies and programs is to improve the lives of individual citizens 
and not to improve the situations of various special interest groups 
and institutions. Members of the First Family can be particularly 
effective in doing this . 

For •example, }lrs. Nixon and one of the girls could be very effective 
in explaining to "a"group of suburban parents how the President's 
program to stop the importation of drugs from Turkey and France is 
designed to lessen the availability of drugs for their chi'ldren or 
to explain that the reason why the President. is pressing Congress to 
hold dO\·m spending is because many individual families s cannot 
afford increased taxes. Also, while the President will undoubtedly 
have a number:of large rallies and ,motorcades and I think it will 
be important that he make &Rme appearanc1i§ Which are coyered.by 
televisi on that are 10N keyed and aJJ OI,T bjm to taJ k to aye.~ge 
citizens, showing his concern for their pr9b]~ms. In these 
appearances, it would be helpful if he could explain ho\v he thinks 
we should go about solving these problems. 

It is difficult for me to recommend specific types of appearances 
for the First Family as I do not know ~\1"hat events might be available 
nor do I know what they do particularly well. Obviously they can be 
used to cover places the President will miss" and to generate enthusiasm 
among our Horkers. I also think that they can be particularly 
effective in communicatin the concern and com assion of the 
PreSl ent for the American ~eop e. ey cou a so be erective in 
communicating the President s concern and programs in areas of special 
interest to the various voting blocs -- particularly ,JolQmen, young 
voters, ~r citizens, -- and to those with interest in specific 
subject areas, -- health, the environment, retarded children, etc. 

Regarding the Vice President, I believe that as long as ,ve continue 
to maintain a substantial lead he should be used primarpy to 
reinforce Our voters and to say compJimentary nigRa ahp!!t the 
President that he cannot say himself. As long as ,ve maintain our 
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.. 
lead and in light of the Eagleton fiasco, we should keep him on-positive issues and use him to attack the Democratic ticket only 
if it is absolutely necessary. As long as the McGovern campaign 
continues to have problems and the press produces negative 
comment, we ought to seize the opportunity to make the Vice President 
a statesman. This \vould, it seems to me, take away one of the 
Democrats major points of attack. None of our data indicates that 

I
the Vice President has any large or unique constituency of his own, 
independent of the President, although he is especially popular with 
our own loyalists. 

The j.:ollO'.ving is a list of the priorit.y states ranked by my judgment 
of their importance for Presidential visits, along with the specific 
areas the voting data indicates which would be most affected by a 
personal appearance. Some suggested subjects and issues for emphasis 
in those areas are also included. 

New York 
Suburban New York City 
particularly Nassau, Suffolk 
and Qaeens 

California 

Los Angeles 

This would be an ideal place to 
kick off th~ campiiign and to set the
rE;mi to; the Fampiiin. We should 
use Rockefeller, Buckley and Javits 
at the initial appearance and 
emphasize a broad appeal. Neiv York 
is the media center of the country 
and visits to these areas would 
cover key portions of New York; 
Connecticut and New Jersey, all 
priority states. 

Both I and II data indicate that 

yi§itS may haVe less impact than in 
other states. This is particularly 
true of campaign visits and any 
visits by the President should be 
Presidential in nature. 

The ~ to California appears to be 
organization aDd moking spre Wfijp get 
every possibJe Nixon yote. This means 
some visits to our own supporters for 
reinforcement by the Vice President and 
First Family may be useful. 

Los Angeles does not have as high 
ticket-splitting 'but it is simply the 
largest area. The economy is kAY, ~oth 
jobs and inflation. 
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San Francis'co 
(San Mateo and Marin 
Counties) Sacramento 

San Diego 

Ren~lvani.:.?. 
Philadelphia 

Pittsburgh 

Harrisburg 

The ticket-splitUng rate is hi~h and 
there is a large undecided vote. 
Persuasive visits would have most 
effect and Vietnam and environment 
are very important. 

This is a strong Republican area where 
we are not running as well as we should. 
It is a perfect place for a speech on 
national defense and \vhy a strong 
national defense is the best means to 
peace. 

The ticket-splitting rate is not as 
high as Pittsburgh but we need to do 
better in the City of Philadelphia. 
Some joint appearances with Rizzo and 
~ith Spector (in Jewish areas) should 
be made. Jobs, crime and drugs are 
all important but we .Should be care
ip] of the crilli~ issue fl§ we are pmv 

getting 20% of blacks and need to ~eep 
~. Unem,Ployment and jobs are also 
very important and would appeal to 
both blacks and whites. 

The President should visit this area 
himself . 

The entire southwestern portion of 
Pennsylvania has been key to Republican 
victory in this state. Allegheny County 
is the media center of this area. Taxes, 
crime, drugs and the environment are all 
of particular interest although the tax 
issue probably has the broadest appeal 
to the entire region. 

I also think the l:,rewidlipt §hpJl1d yj§jt 
t:f ttsbllrgh bjmseJ f. 

The Vice President or First Family needs 
to visit Harri§hllrg. It is the capitol 
and Spapp is very unpopular largely due 
to tax increases. ~ru4s are the most 
important issue. 
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Wilkes Barre 

Nel'l Jersey 

Chicago suburbs, 

particularly in the western 

and northern Co'ok County, 

DuPage and Lake County. 


Ohio 

Cleveland, \"estern city 

wards, eastern suburbs - 

Lake and Counties. 

Akron/Canton area. 


\lliile I realize +:he President was 
there, Shapp is now attacking the 
President and the federal government 
regularly on delivery of floed relief 
services. This is a good place to 

..send the Vice President on a red-tape 
cutting mission. 

No Ne,v Jersey media center covers this 

state ",ith the coverage coming from 

New York and Philadelphia. Issues 

should be taxes and inflation. 


On 

New· Jersey needs to be visited by 
the Vice President and First Family 
to enthuse our organization. Presidential 
visits to New York and Philadelphia \"il1 
cover large portions of the state 
through the media; however, a 
Presidential visit might flatter loeal 
citizens. 

Taxes and inflation are the l'J.ost 
important issues but we should be very 
careful of the tax issue in light of 

ilvie! s lm-l a ryroval ratino and his 
gEo a Ie arge loss. Ogilvie's 
problems stem· largely from a tax 
increase. 

Percy is running very well ...'ith young 
voters and blacks in Chicago areas. 
lhii is an ideal spot for a youth 
appeal with Percy. 

.. 

There is no need foi the President to 
go do,·mstate. 

Jobs will have strong throughout 

the industrialized northeast of 

Ohio, and appeal to both ...7hi te and 

black \-lorking voters. Government 

spending, taxes, and revenue 

will tie directly to current finmlcial 

problems in Cleveland and 'I."i th Hayor 

Perk's main problem. 


I
;-:md 


effective Republican mayors (John 

Bal13rd-Akro~ an~ Stanley 


B'oth Akron and Canton have 

Revenue sharlng IS a good 
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Cincinnati/Columbus 

Toledo Area 

Dayton Area 

Dallas 

These are strong Republican areas with 
10vl ticket~splitting. Visits "7hould be 
made by the Vice President and First 
Family. Preston Wolfe of the 
J}lspatch is a good friend of ours 

-.~----,-

Columbus has nel" Republican mayor 
(Tom Hoody), 

Toledo has high ticket-splitting, and 
the Toledo media dominates the entire 
north'ivestern pprt-j pn pf the Mate. 

Crime and environment are particularly 
important issues. Support of 1ol~}.E. 
Blade is very important for entire 
area and the President should spend 
some time vrLth Paul Block (publisher 
who is personaJly very ipterested j~ the 

. enviropwfnt). President could easily 

do Cleveland and Toledo in the same 

trip. 


This is a large area with high ticket
splitting. Jobs, as tied to national 
defense \.;rotll~ good issue as there 
is considerable a rehension of the 
future of Hri"ht-Patterson and jo ,s 
is the nu;nber one issue in the area. 
The nevJspopers are both liberal and 
Democratic. 

Houston is a large area with the 
t ticket-splitting in the 

state. The entire Gulf Coast has 
relatively ticket-split , 
particularly Corpus Christi. Important 
problems in Harris County are drus';s 
and inflation, and Harris County is 
quite similar to the state as a whole. 
National defense is particularly 
important in the Beaumont/Port Arthur 
area. 

/The President should go to Houston. 

Dallas has Im"rer ticket-splitting but 
there is still a large concentration 
of voters. Wime and drugs ar,e 
importfumt issues and probably cou l d 
be handled by the Vice President.-
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Midland/Odessi;/Lubbock 
(West Central Texas) 

Amarillo 

Detroit suburbs, particula 
western Hayne and l1acomb 
Counties. 

Flint/Sagina\v/Bay City 

Crand Rapids 

Note: 

These are relatively ticket-
splitting areas and should be visited 
by someone but not necessarily the 
President. Taxes and national 
defense are important issues. 

This area has high ticket-splitting 
but does not have a particularly large 
concentration of voters. There are 
a great number of older voters, 
particularly concerned ''Ii th health 
care. }irs. Nixon could handle this 
area and subject matter very well. 

The President should visit both 
western Hayne County and Oakland County 
emphasi jobs and the revitalization 
of the economy. Taxes is an important 
issue, however, there is a prope'rty tax 
relief proposal on the ballot in 
November by Governor 
}1illiken. Covernor Hilliken is very 
popular in the City of Detroit. 

Bussing might be best handled by 
Attorney General Kleindeinst or the 
Vice President to discuss intervention 
':in bussing law' suit. Bussing visit 
should be to ~'lestern Wayne or Nacomb 
counties. 

This area has ticket-splitting and 
the media here also covers the populous 
thumb area City). Taxes, 
and parti property taxes for 
education is by far the most important 
issue. This area has ahvays been very 
receptive to campaigns oriented to 
inflation and taxes. 

Grand Rapids is a large area with 
moderate ticket-splitting, and we are 
not doing quite as well as we should. 
Appearances her e could be handled \<1e11 
by the Vice President or the First 
Family. The President's Helfare 
Reform proposals would be popular. 

I
E.nvironmcntal concern about the Great 
Lakes is ant here and throughout 
Hichi.gan. 
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!'1ar;y:.1and 
Baltimore County Personal safety and drugs are by far 

the most important issues. 

Hontgomery County 	 This is a high ticket-splitti~g area 
and deserves some independent attention. 
It might be useful to use one of the 
surrogates from outside ~ashington 
along with First Family. 

These counties have the most people 
Hartford & Fairfield and the highest tlcket-srlitting. 
Counties Jobs and unemployment particularly in 

the Hartford area are important. 
Personal safety and drugs have special 
concern in Fairfield Coucty. It is 
probably useful to give Connecticut, 
particularly New· York suburbs sOlne 
independent attention by First Family

\ from New York City. 	 . 



Committee for the Re-e lect ion of th e President 

MEM ORANDUM August 2, 1972 

DETERMINED TO BE AN 
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKING 

COHFH)KI'f'IM_;'BHl8 ~NLY 
E. O. 12065, .,Section 6:;0:$0 

By _~_____NAR~, Date ~'__~-----

MEMORANDUH FOR: MR. H. R. HALDEK4N ./ 
O.~, 

fROH: ROB ERT H. TEETER \

SUBJECT: Sche du ling 

As request ed this is a supplement a l IDemo SUlTh'1larlzlng my 
recomme.dations for the s cheduling of the President, Vice 
President, and First Fami ly . 

•I think the purpose of each app earance by the President, 
with the possible exception of the very last few days of the 
campaign s hould be exclus i ve l y t o persuade pe ople to vote for 
him ,·rho are not now committ.ed to do so. App ear an ces by the 
First Family and Vice President shou ld be both to gain Nixon 
supporters and to reinforce our curren t supporters. 

As suming this purpose, the President should go exclus ively 
to the large, close sta tes and to those specific are as where 
the great est number of ticket-sp lit ters are located. We ha ve 
done a ticket-splitting analysis by coun ty of e a ch of the 
prio r ity sta tes and by Ha rd/township for tir, met ropolitan areas 
Hithin each of these sta tes. This data, along with the tota l 
vote for each. a r ea and Republican s trength data has been dis
played on map s and is available f r om Dan Evans in my office. 
Dwi ght Chap in and Dave Parker hav e been work ing \vith Evans on 
this data, 

Thj s ticke t -split ter info 'r mation should be, ho\vever , interpreted 
along with total vote data. For example, given ~ne area with 
500,000 tota l votes and a ti cket -s pli tting rate of 20% and 
another area of a mill ion t~t a l v otes and a ticke t-splitting 
r a t e of 10%, I Hould go to t he mi ll i on vote area ev en though 
they theore ti ca~ly have the same number of ti cket-split ters . 
Tne l arge area simp l y has mo re vot ers who can be af fected by 
a Pres idential vis i t. The total numb er of vot es we can 
poten tially affect should be the final det e r mina te . 
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In my judgment this data, not the polls, should govern our 
selection of sites for Presidential appearances. Polling data 
then can be of some guidance in determining the subject 
matter, particularly for the Vice President and First Family. 
\;n11e choice of subject matter may be important in some Presidential 
visits, most of the visits will be in fact national events and 
should be considered national appeals to a major degree even though 
they should have a local appeal. 

The Presidential appearances should be used primarily to articulate 
the basic theme of the campaign, to tie that basic the:ne to specific 
issues important in that area, and to explain how administration 
policies and programs are designed to help solve the problems of 
that area. I do not think we have been as successful as we might 
be in communicating the fact that the purpose of the President's 
policies and programs is to improve the lives of individual citizens 
and not to improve the situations of various special interest groups 
and institutions. Members of the First Family can be particularly 
effective in doing this . 

For• example, Mrs. Nixun and one of the girls could be very effective 
in explaining to a group of suburban parents how the President's 
program to stop the importation of drugs from Turkey and France is 
designed to lessen the availability of drugs for their children or 
to explain that the reason why the President is pressing Congress to 
hold dO\m spending is because many individual families simply cannot 
afford increased taxes. Also, while the President will undoubtedly 
have a number:of large rallies and,motorcades and I think it will 
be important that he make some appearances which are covered by 
television that are low keyed and allm" him to talk to average 
citizens, showing his concern for their proble~s. In these 
appearances. it t;wuld be helpful if he could explain how he thinks 
we should go about solving these problems. 

It is difficult for me to recolll...'l1end specific types of appearances 
for the First Family as I do not knmv what events might be available 
nor do I know what they do particularly '-le1l. Obviously they can be 
used to cover places the President will miss and to generate enthusiasm 
among our workers. I also think that they can be particularly 
effective in communicating the concern and compassion of the 
President for the American people. They could also be effective in 
communicating the President's concern and programs in areas of special 
interest to the various voting blocs -- particularly ,.;romen, young 
voters, senior citizens, -- and to those with interest in specific 
subject areas, -- health, the environment, retarded children, etc. 

Regarding the Vice President, I believe tfiat as long as we continue 
to maintain a substantial lead he should be used primarily-to 
reinforce our voters and to say complimentary things about the 
President that he cannot say himself. As long as we maintain our 
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lead and in light of the Eagleton fiasco, we should keep him on 
positive issues and use him to attack the Democratic ticket only 
if it is absolutely necessary. As long' as the }kGovern campaign 
continues to have problems and the press produces negative 
comment, ,<1e ought to seize the opportunity to make the Vice President 
a statesman. This would, it seems to me, take m'laY one of the 
Democrats major points of attack. None of our data indicates that 
the Vice President has any large or unique constituency of his own, 
independent of the Preside~t, although he is especially popular with 
our 01iHl loyalists. 

The ,follov7ing is a list of the priority states ranked by my judgment 
of their importance for Presidential visits, along with the specific 
areas the voting data indicates 1ilhich ,>!Quld be most affected by a 
personal appearance. Some suggested subjects and issues for emphasis 
in those areas are also included. 

York This would be an ideal place to 
Suburban New York City kick off the campaign and to set the 
particularly Nassau, Suffolk 'theme for the campaign. He should 
and Queens use Rockefeller, Buckley and Javits 

at the initial appearance and 
emphasize a broad appeal. New York 
is the media center of the country 
and visits-to these areas would 
cover key portions of New York, 
Connecticut and New Jersey, all 
priority states. 

California 	 Both '\vaves I and II data indicate that 
attitudes to"Hard the President are more 
deeply set in California than in other 
states. Therefore, Presidential 
visits may have less impact than in 
other states. This is particularly 
true of campaign visits and any 
visits by the President should be 
Presidential in nature. 

The key to California appears to be 
organization and making sure \'7e get 
every possible Nixon vote. This means 
some visits to our own supporters for 
reinforcement by the Vice President and 
Firs~ Family may be useful. 

Los Angeles 	 Los Angeles does not have as high 
ticket-splitting 'but it is simply the 
largest area. The economy is key, both 
jobs and inflation. 
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San Francis'co 
(San Mateo and Marin 
Counties) Sacramento 

San Diego 

Pennsvlvania---'-",..__._--
Philadelphia 

Pittsburgh 

Harrisburg 

The Ucket-splitting rate is high and 
there is a large undecided vote. 
Persuasive visits would have most 
effect and Vietnam and environment 
are very important. 

This is a strong Republican area where 
we are not running as well as we should. 
It is a perfect place for a speech on 
national defense and why a st;rong 
national defense is the best means to 
peace. 

The ticket-splitttng rate :i.s not as 
high as Pittsburgh but we need to do 
better in the City of Philadelphia. 
Some joint appearances with Rizzo and 
with Spector (in Jewish areas) sh~uld 
be made. Jobs, crime and drugs are 
all important but we should be care
ful of the crime issue as we are now 
getting 20% of blacks and' need to keep 
them. Unemployment and jobs are also 
very important and would appeal to 
both blacks and whites. 

Tne President should visit this area 
himself . 

The entire south\·Jestern portion of 
Pennsylvania has been key to Republican 
victory in this state. Allegheny County_ 
is the media center of this area. Taxes, 
crime, drugs and the environment are all 
of particular interest although the tax 
issue probably has the broadest appeal 
to the entire region. 

I also thitk the President should visit 
Pittsburgh himself. 

The Vice President or First Family needs 
to visit Harrisburg. It is the capitol 
and Shapp is very unpopular largely due 
to tax increases. Drugs are the most 
important issue. 
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Wilkes Barre 

New 

Illinois 

Chicago suburbs, 

particularly in the western 

and northern Co'ok County) 

DuPage and Lake County. 


Ohio 

Cleveland, western city 

wards, eastern suhurbs -

Lake and Counties. 

Akron/Canton area. 


vfuile I realize the President was 
there, Shapp is now attacking the 
President and the federal government 
regularly on delivery of flood relief 
services. This is a good to 
send the Vice President on a red-tape 
cutting mission. 

No New Jersey media center covers this 
state with the coverage from 
NeH York and Philadelphia. Issues 
should be taxes and inflation. 

New Jersey needs to be visited by 
the Vice President and First Family 
to enthuse our organization. Presidential 
visits to New York and Philadelphia will 
cover large portions of the state 
through the media; however, a 
Presidential visit might flatter local 
citizens. 

Taxes and ~nflation are the most 
important issues but we should be very 
careful of the tax issue in light of 
Ogilvie's low approval rating and his 
probable large loss. Ogilvie's 
problens stem largely from a tax 
increase. 

Percy is running very well with young 
voters and blacks in Chicago areas. 
This is an ideal spot for a youth 
appeal with Percy. 

There is n6need for the President to 
go downstate. 

Jobs will have strong appeal throughout 
the industrialized northeast part of 
Ohio, and appeal to both white and 
black ,vorking voters. Government 
spending, taxes, and revenue 
will tie directly to current financial 
problems in Cleveland and \vi th Mayor 
Perk I s main probJ em. 

Both Akron and Canton have popular and 
effective Republican mayors (John 
Ballard--Akron and Stanley 

Revenue sharing is a good subject. 
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Cincinnati/Columbus These are strong Republican areas ,<~ith 

Toledo Area 

Dayton Area 

Houston 

Dallas 

low ticket-splitting. Visits ,.;hould be 
made by the Vice President and First 
Family. Preston Holfe of the Colur:-.bus 
D~'>..E.9:tch is a good friend of ours and 
Colu:nbus has new Republican mayor 
(Tom Haody), 

Toledo has high ticket-splitting, &nd 
the Toledo media dominates the entire 
northHestern portion of the state. 
Crime and enVirOIl-'1lent are culc~rly 

lmportant issues. Support of Toleco 
BlDd<::. is very important for entire 
area and the President should 
some time with Paul Block (publisher 
who is personally very interested in the 
environment). President could 
do Cleveland and Toledo in the same 
trip. 

This is a large area '-lith high ticket
splitting. Jobs, as tied to natio~al 
defense wobld be good issue as there 
is considerable apprehension of the 
future of Hright-Patterson and jobs 
i:s the number one issue in the area. 
The ne"spapers are both liberal ane 
Democratic. 

Houston is a area with the 
highest ticket-splitting in the 
state. The entire Gulf Coast has 
relatively high tic~et-splitt 
particularly Corpus Christi. Important 
problems in Harris County are drugs 
and inflation, and Harris County is 
quite similar to the state as a whole. 
National defense is particularly 
important in the Beaumont/Port Arthur 
area. 

The President should go to Houston. 

Dallas has lower ticket-split but 
there is still a large concentration 

voters. Crime and drugs Dre 
important issueb and probably could 
be hcl1lcled by the Vice President. 
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Hidland/Odess a/J.ubbock 
(West Central Texas) 

Amarillo 

Detroit suburbs, particularly 
,.,es tern and Macomb 
Counties. 

Flint!Sagin81.v!Bay City 

Grand Rapids 

Note: 

These are relatively high ticket
splitting areas and should be visited 
by someone but not necessarily the 
President. Taxes and national 
defense are important issues. 

This area has high tting 
but does not have a particularly large 
concentration of voters. There are 
a great number of older voters, 
particularly concerned with health 
care. Mrs. Nixon could handle this 
area and subject matter very well. 

The President should visit both 
western "layne County and Oakland County 
emphasizing jobs and the revitalization 
of the economy. Taxes is an important 
issue, hmvever, there is a property tax 
relief proposal on the ballot in 
November sponsored by Governor 
Milliken. Go-vernor Nilliken is very 
popular in the City of Detroit. 

Bussing might be best handled by 
Attorney General Kleindeinst or the 
Vice President to discuss intervention 
In bussing law suit. Bussing visit 
should be to \Ves tern Wayne or liacomb 
counties. 

This area has high ticket-splitting and 
the media here also covers the populous 
thumb area ( City). Taxes, 
and parti property taxes for 
education is by far the most important 
issue. This area has always been very 
receptive to campaigns oriented to 
inflation and taxes. 

Grand is a large area with 
moderate ticket-splitting, and we are 
not doing quite as well as we should. 
Appearances her ('. could be handled -",ell 
by the Vice President or the First 
Family.- The President's Welfare 
Reform proposals would be popular. 

Environmental concern about the Great 
Lakes is tant here and throughout 
Michigan. 
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Maryl.and 
Baltirnore County 

Montgomery County 

Connecticut-_._--
Hartford & Fairfield 
Counties 

~81lTlfHiJHTI 1m fliP,s C ObII Y 

PersonEll safety and drugs are by far 
the most important issues. 

This is a high ticket-splitting area 
and deserves some independent attention. 
It might be useful to use one of the 
surrogates from outside Washington 
along with First Family. 

These counties have the most people 
and the highest ticket-splitting. 
Jobs and unemployment particularly in 
the Hartford area are important. 
Personal safety and drugs have special 
concern in Fairfield County. It is 
probably useful to give Connecticut, 
particularly Nc;;-, York suburbs some 
independent attention by First Family 
from NeVI York City. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

August 1, 1972 

MEMORANDUM FOR: LARRY HIGBY 

FROM: GORDON STRACHAN 

SUBJECT: McGovern's 

2) However, Cambridge Research 
standard list of Democratic 
actual interviewing; 

Group uses a fairly 
supervisors to do the 

3) Caddell also works for Kelly, the candidate opposing 
Griffin in Michigan, so Teeter will have access to 
Caddell ' s questionnaire; 

4) Teeter believes 
Quayle for some 

that Caddell also may 
of the interviewing; 

be using 

5) Teeter doubts that Caddell uses as much open-ended 
questions as he claims in his press interviews; 

6) He does not use as much "scaling" as we do; 

7) Instead, many of the questions that Caddell uses are 
similar to the Harris Domestic Issue Poll of last 
September - that is, one general question followed 
up by three or four specific; 

8) Much of Caddell1s interviewing is done by telephone 
because the massive samples (11,000) indicate that 
it would be impossible to pay for full field inter
views; 

9) Teeter will pursue the question of the type of polling 
Caddell does and will report to us in one week. He 
says there is almost no risk of him being discovered. 
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